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Cell-to-cell variability is inherent to numerous biological processes, including cell 
migration. Quantifying and characterizing the variability of migrating cells is 
challenging, as it requires monitoring many cells for long time windows under identical 
conditions. Here, we observe the migration of single human breast cancer cells (MDA-
MB-231) in confining two-state micropatterns. To describe the stochastic dynamics of 
this confined migration, we employ a dynamical systems approach. We identify 
statistics to measure the behavioural variance of the migration, which significantly 
exceed those predicted by a population-averaged stochastic model. This additional 
variance can be explained by the combination of an 'aging' process and population 
heterogeneity. To quantify population heterogeneity, we decompose the cells into 
subpopulations of slow and fast cells, revealing the presence of distinct classes of 
dynamical systems describing the migration, ranging from bistable to limit cycle 
behaviour. Our findings highlight the breadth of migration behaviours present in cell 
populations. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
On all scales of life, the behaviour of single organisms is intrinsically variable, both as a 
function of time and between individuals. A number of studies have quantified the inter-
individual variations in behaviour in a broad range of systems, from bacteria [1–4] to 
protozoans [5,6], fruit flies [7], mice [8], and humans [9,10]. However, even in populations of 
single mammalian cells with identical genomes, the intrinsic stochasticity of intra-cellular 
processes such as gene expression, cytoskeletal rearrangement and protein localization can 
lead to large differences in the proteomes of individual cells [11–15]. Further downstream, 
this diversity leads to cell-to-cell variability (CCV), i.e. phenotypic or population 
heterogeneity, at the level of whole-cell behaviours, such as growth rate, drug response, 
morphology, and migration [16–20]. In the case of migrating cells, CCV has profound 
implications at larger scales for the behaviour of cell clusters, such as their ability to chemotax 
[21], invade surrounding tissue [22] and perform collective motion [23,24]. Thus, CCV is 
increasingly well understood at the molecular level, and its implications for collective 
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behaviour are becoming clearer. However, the detection and quantitative characterization of 
this variability in ensembles of individual migrating cells remains challenging; such a 
characterization requires both an appropriate theoretical framework and data sets where 
migrating cells are monitored over a sufficiently long time under identical conditions. 
 
Cell migration is a key feature of many cell types, including immune, epithelial and cancer 
cells. The movement of such cells is powered by an intricate machinery that relies on the 
coordination of vast numbers of molecular constituents, whose collective dynamics are key 
in generating the persistent motion of cells [25,26]. Despite this underlying complexity, a 
number of studies have shown that the emergent migratory dynamics at the cellular scale can 
be quantitatively captured by relatively simple stochastic equations of motion [6,27–32]. This 
approach has been successfully applied to migration on uniform, two-dimensional surfaces 
[6,27–30,33], and recently to cells migrating in confinement [32]. However, to determine the 
structure and parameters of such stochastic models, the dynamics are typically averaged 
across different cells and over time, yielding ensemble- and time-averaged (ETA) models that 
describe the average member of a cell population, and thus fail to capture phenotypic 
heterogeneity [15,34]. Similarly, bottom-up models for cell motility typically assume that all 
cells in a population can be described by a common set of parameters [35–42]. 
 
To characterize heterogeneity in cell migration, a super-statistical framework was previously  
applied to cell migration [43]. By fitting a persistent random motion model with time-
dependent parameters to migration in a variety of environments, large variations in cell 
behaviour were revealed both in time and between individuals. Another approach has been 
to construct a phenotypic space through dimensional reduction, which identifies the aspects 
of behaviour that vary most between individuals [5]. However, in both approaches, the 
presence of time- and population-heterogeneity is assumed from the start. It thus remains 
unclear how much of the observed variability is due to real heterogeneity, and how much is 
due to the intrinsic stochasticity of the migration process. A central difficulty in detecting 
phenotypic heterogeneity in cell migration is the short time window of a trajectory of an 
individual cell, which is limited by cell division. Thus, even for a hypothetical population of 
identical cells whose migration can be described by a single equation of motion, one would 
expect to observe statistical differences between individual trajectories due to the limited 
observation time of the experiment. A key challenge is therefore to distinguish such apparent 
variability in short trajectories from real inter-individual variability. To detect and characterize 
CCV in behaviour, it would therefore be helpful to have a model system for which a 
quantitative theory for the ensemble-averaged behaviour of the cells has been developed. 
Such an ETA model can then provide a reference to identify observables that are sensitive to 
potential phenotypic heterogeneity in the population.  
 
In previous work [32], we analyzed the time-trajectories of single breast cancer cells (MDA-
MB-231) confined to two-state micropatterns, in which these cells repeatedly transit across 
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a thin constriction. This system mimics the extra-cellular environment cells face in 
physiological settings, in which they navigate confining structures and squeeze through thin 
channels and constrictions [44,45,54–56,46–53]. An important advantage of this setup is that 
it allows us to quantitatively monitor the behaviour of a large population of cells in identical, 
standardized surroundings, suppressing extrinsic sources of heterogeneity in the trajectories. 
The overall dynamics of this two-state migration are well described by a stochastic equation 
of cell motion, with a deterministic and stochastic contribution that can be inferred from the 
short time-scale data observed experimentally. This model accurately reproduces the 
ensemble- and time-averaged statistics including the dwell time distribution, the distributions 
of position and velocity, and the velocity autocorrelation function. 
 
Here, we develop a theoretical approach to address the behavioural variability of confined 
cell migration arising through phenotypic heterogeneity and time-dependent dynamics. To 
this end, we identify a statistic that reveals the intrinsic variability of the migration in two-
state micropatterns: the variance in the number of transitions a single cell performs in a given 
time. The sensitivity of this statistic to variability arises because it measures single-cell 
behaviour accumulated over long periods of time, beyond the time-scale of a single transition, 
and compares this to the population average. Indeed, we find that this variance significantly 
supersedes the prediction of the ensemble-averaged model. We account for this observation 
by two effects: a time-dependent 'aging' effect and phenotypic heterogeneity. From the 
trajectory data, we show that the average acceleration of the cells gradually decreases over 
time, leading to a decrease in hopping activity. Furthermore, we propose to capture 
phenotypic heterogeneity by inferring migration behaviour for subpopulations of cells. 
Specifically, we find that by splitting the cell population by transition time into only two 
subpopulations, we can capture most of the inter-cell variance. These subpopulations are 
described by distinct classes of dynamical systems, with fast cells performing limit cycle 
oscillations while slow cells exhibit excitable bistability. Thus, our approach reveals a striking 
breadth of migratory behaviours within a cell population, paving the way to investigate the 
origins and functional implications of such variability. 
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Results 
 
 
Fig 1. Equation of motion for an ensemble of cells migrating on two-state micropatterns (L = 16 µm).  
(a) Time series of a single cell migrating on a two-state micropattern with bridge length L = 16 µm 
(scale bar: 20 µm). (b) Trajectories of the cell nucleus as a function of time, plotted from t = 0 to t = 50 
h, for a collection of cells. The two trajectories shaded in grey correspond to supplementary videos S1 
and S2, providing examples of a 'slow' and 'fast' cell, respectively. (c) Distribution of dwell times 
observed experimentally (blue) and predicted by an ensemble-averaged equation of motion (red). The 
dashed line indicates the probability distribution of a Poisson process with the same mean dwell time, 
defined by 𝑝(𝜏) = 𝜐𝑒()*, with 𝜐 = 1/〈𝜏〉/,1. Inset: inter-cellular variance 𝜎(〈𝜏(𝑗)〉/) observed in 
experiment plotted against the prediction by the ETA model. (d) The deterministic term 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) of the 
ETA model in units of µm/h2. (e) The ETA model noise strength 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣) in units of µm/h3/2. 
 
 
Cells perform non-Poissonian transitions on two-state micropatterns 
 
To develop a quantitative framework for the variability of migrating cells, we employ two-
state micropatterns, in which cells are confined to a standardized geometry consisting of two 
square adhesive sites connected by a bridge of length 𝐿 (Fig. 1a). In this environment, we 
previously found that MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells perform repeated transitions between 
the adhesive sites [32]. This setup provides a minimal system to study how cells respond to 
the presence of thin constrictions and ensures that all cells in the population interact with an 
identical micro-environment. 
 
Interestingly, the trajectories of the cell, which we define by the position of the nucleus 
center, exhibit large variations both in time and across individuals in the population (Fig. 1b; 
supplementary movies S1 and S2). Accordingly, the probability distribution of dwell times 
exhibits a large spread (Fig. 1c). This raises a key question: Can the experimentally observed 
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variation be explained by a single stationary stochastic process with time-independent 
parameters identical for all individuals?  
 
The two-state migration assay provides an ideal platform to address this question. Previously,  
we have identified a stochastic equation of cell motion that captures the ensemble- and time-
averaged behaviour of cells on this micropattern [32]. This equation takes the form 
 𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑡 	= 	𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) + 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣)𝜂(𝑡) (1) 
 
where 𝜂(𝑡) represents Gaussian white noise with 〈𝜂(𝑡)〉 = 0 and 〈𝜂(𝑡)𝜂(𝑡′)〉 = 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡′). 
Here, the deterministic term 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) = 〈?̇?|𝑥, 𝑣〉/,1 (Fig. 1d) and the noise strength 𝜎D(𝑥, 𝑣) =∆𝑡〈[?̇? − 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣)]D|𝑥, 𝑣〉/,1 (Fig. 1e) are inferred from the short time-scale cell dynamics 
measured experimentally [57–59], where 〈Θ〉/,1 indicates time- and ensemble-averaging of 
the observable Θ (see Methods). The terms 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) and 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣) thus show the average 
acceleration of the cell as a function of its position in 𝑥𝑣-phase space, and the magnitude of 
stochastic fluctuations, respectively. In the case of the MDA-MB-231 cell line considered here, 
the deterministic term exhibits non-linear dynamics in the form of a limit cycle, indicating that 
the cellular transitions can be interpreted as noisy non-linear oscillations (Fig. 1d). We have 
shown that this model accurately captures the key statistics of the cell migration, including 
the dwell time distribution (Fig. 1c), as well as the distributions of position and velocity and 
the velocity correlation function [32].  
 
To probe the limits of the ETA approach, we first test whether it also quantitatively predicts 
the dwell time distributions at the single-cell level. To do so, we simulate the model with the 
same observation time per cell as recorded experimentally. To measure cell-to-cell variability, 
we obtain the average dwell time 〈𝜏(𝑗)〉/  for each single cell j and then determine the 
standard deviation 𝜎(〈𝜏(𝑗)〉/) of these single-cell averages, giving a measure of the inter-cell 
variance. Clearly, in the limit of infinitely long trajectories, the inter-cell variance in the 
ensemble-averaged model should vanish; therefore, the finite variance we find here for 
simulated trajectories is simply due to finite trajectory length. Interestingly, however, we find 
that the experimental inter-cell variance significantly exceeds that predicted by the ETA 
model for this trajectory length (inset Fig. 1c). This suggests that there are significant 
variations from cell to cell, which cannot be accounted for by the ETA model.  We therefore 
hypothesize that the cell population exhibits phenotypic heterogeneity detectable at the level 
of cell trajectories. 
 
The presence of phenotypic heterogeneity could lead to apparent temporal correlations in 
behaviour that persist for the whole life of a cell, up to division. To further quantify the overall 
variability in the transition behaviour, we thus need to consider statistics that could be 
sensitive to correlations over a range of time-scales spanning from a single transition time up 
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to the division time. A common way to quantify the overall variability of transition processes 
is to determine the ratio between mean and variance in the number of transitions within a 
given time interval. Thus, we measure the distribution function of the hopping statistics, 
which is given by the probability distribution 𝑝(𝑁, 𝑇) to observe 𝑁 transitions of a cell in a 
given time interval 𝑇 (Fig. 2a). Importantly, to determine the statistics of the observable 𝑁, 
we monitor the behaviour of a single cell over a wide range of time-scales, extending well 
beyond the average transition time. We therefore expect this statistic to be particularly 
sensitive to behavioural heterogeneity in a population, where some cells might have the 
tendency to consistently perform slower- or faster-than-average transitions.  
 
As the observation time interval is increased, both the mean 𝜇(𝑇) and variance ΣD(𝑇) of these 
distributions increase (inset Fig. 2a). The simplest 'hopping' process with such a distribution 
is the Poisson process, for which 𝜇 = ΣD. Interestingly, this is not the case here (Fig. 2b). 
Instead, at short time-scales, the transitions are sub-Poissonian with a mean that exceeds the 
variance (𝜇 > ΣD), while beyond a cross-over time-scale 𝑇∗, the variance exceeds the mean, 𝜇 < ΣD, indicating a super-Poissonian regime. In fact, as we vary the length 𝐿 of the 
connecting bridge, this behaviour is qualitatively reproduced in all cases (Fig. 2b). The cross-
over time-scale 𝑇∗ scales linearly with the average dwell time 〈𝜏〉/,1, and typically exceeds it 
by a factor of approximately 4 (inset Fig. 2b).  
 
These results show that the ratio between mean and variance in this transition process 
exhibits a subtle dependence on the time-scale on which the system is observed. At short 
time-scales, up to a few times the average dwell time, we observe a smaller variance than in 
a Poisson process, which is defined by a transition probability that is constant in time. Similar 
sub-Poissonian behaviour is found, for instance, in the stepping behaviour of molecular 
motors, where it was rationalized as a consequence of an underlying multi-step scheme that 
has to be executed before a large step can be made [60]. Analogously, here we might argue 
that during the cellular transitions in the two-state confinement, a number of cytoskeletal 
and shape rearrangements have to occur between transitions, which leads to fewer short 
dwell times than would be expected from a Poisson process (Fig. 1c). On long time-scales, 
however, the transition variance starts to significantly exceed the mean. Such super-
Poissonian statistics have previously been observed, e.g. in RNA-transcription [61], and were 
attributed to cell-to-cell variations in the transcription rates [62]. 
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Fig 2. Transition number statistics of hopping cells. (a) Probability distributions of the number of 
transitions 𝑁 of a single cell in a given time interval 𝑇, indicated by the colors. Inset: Variance ΣD and 
mean 𝜇 of the number of transitions as a function of the time interval 𝑇. The grey vertical bar indicates 
the cross-over time-scale 𝑇∗. (b) Variance plotted against the mean for all bridge lengths. The dashed 
line corresponds to the Poisson behaviour 𝜇 = ΣD. Inset: Cross-over time-scale 𝑇∗ plotted as a 
function of 〈𝜏〉/,1. Black line corresponds to a linear fit. (c) Mean-variance curve observed 
experimentally (blue) compared to the prediction by the stochastic model (red) and the expectation 
from random sampling of the experimental dwell time distribution (open symbols). In green, orange 
and yellow, we show predictions of the model with a noise amplitude scaled by factors 𝜆 =0.1, 0.4, 0.7. (d) Mean and variance predicted by the model plotted against experimental values. 
Panels (a), (c), (d) correspond to bridge length L = 16 µm. 
 
 
Observed variability exceeds that of a single stochastic process 
 
The observation of non-Poissonian statistics does not necessarily indicate cell-to-cell 
variability. To investigate the origin of the non-Poissonian statistics in the hopping behaviour 
of cells, we test our inferred ETA model (Eq. (1)) by comparing the predicted mean-variance 
curve to that measured experimentally. Strikingly, the ETA model predicts a qualitatively 
different, purely sub-Poissonian trend (Fig. 2c). While this model accurately predicts the 
average dwell time 〈𝜏〉/,1, and thus also the mean of the hopping distribution 𝜇, it 
underestimates the variance (Fig. 2d). 
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The behaviour of the statistics predicted by the ETA model can be understood intuitively: in 
a system with no noise (𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣) = 0), we observe regular limit cycle oscillations, with zero 
variance. To investigate how different noise levels theoretically affect the hopping variance, 
we introduce an artificial prefactor 𝜆 to scale the noise: ?̇? = 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) 	+ 	𝜆𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣)𝜂(𝑡). As 𝜆 is 
increased from 0 to 1, we find that the variance gradually increases (Fig. 2c). At the 
experimentally inferred noise level 𝜆 = 1, the system still appears to be dominated by the 
underlying deterministic oscillation period, giving rise to a sub-Poissonian process at all time-
scales. Thus, while the ETA model predicts many statistics of the motion correctly, including 
the short time-scale variability, it falls short of capturing variability in the hopping behaviour 
on longer time-scales. 
  
Next, we investigate the origin of the super-Poissonian regime directly from experimental 
data. If we assume that all cells follow the same equation of motion with identical parameters, 
and that these parameters do not vary in time, then each cell can be described by the same 
time-independent dwell time distribution 𝑝(𝜏). In other words, the hopping distribution 𝑝(𝑁, 𝑇) should be fully constrained by 𝑝(𝜏) and the stationary correlations between hops 
[60]. Interestingly, if we generate a trajectory of 'hops' by random independent sampling from 
the population dwell time distribution, we recover the same sub-Poissonian mean-variance 
relation as predicted by the inferred ETA model (Fig. 2c). This indicates that the transition 
time of subsequent hops in the ETA model have negligible correlations, while the 
experimental data may exhibit correlations extending over multiple hops.  
 
By time- and ensemble-averaging, we miss this aspect that influences the long time-scale 
variability of the motion. In the next sections, we therefore carefully assess the validity of our 
assumptions of time-invariance and population homogeneity. 
 
 
Fig 3. Testing time-invariance. (a) Hopping rates 1/〈𝜏(𝑡)〉1 as a function of time for all bridge lengths. 
The quantity 〈𝜏(𝑡)〉1 is averaged over the cell population and in time windows of width 5 h. Shaded 
intervals correspond to standard error in the mean. (b) Root-mean-square acceleration of the cells as 
a function of time (L = 16 µm). Black line corresponds to a linear fit. Inset: Hopping rates as a function 
of time predicted by the aging model compared to the experimental observation (L = 16 µm). 
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Attenuation of cell dynamics enhances transition variability 
 
To investigate if the cellular hopping process indeed violates time-invariance, we measure the 
hopping rates 1/〈𝜏(𝑡)〉1 as a function of time. The rate slowly decreases with time, indicating 
that the cell migration is slowing down over time (Fig. 3a). Similarly, the root-mean-square 
acceleration decreases roughly linearly as a function of time, by almost a factor of two (Fig. 
3b). Note, however, that the cell population in this experiment is not cell-cycle-synchronized, 
such that t = 0 does not necessarily correspond to the same moment in the cell cycle for all 
cells. The decrease in acceleration we identify thus simply indicates the approximate trend 
observed in this experiment, giving the average behaviour of an aging population. 
 
Clearly, the average acceleration is changing significantly over time. To incorporate this into 
the model, we postulate that most of the time-dependence can be accounted for by 
introducing an overall time-dependent pre-factor into the equation of motion, which we term 
the aging model: 
 𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑡 	= 	𝛼(𝑡)[𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) + 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣)𝜂(𝑡)] (2) 
 
where 𝛼(𝑡) = U〈?̇?D(𝑡)〉1/U〈?̇?D〉/,1, and U〈?̇?D〉/,1 is the root-mean-square acceleration 
averaged over all time and cells. This implementation accurately reproduces the time-
dependence of the hopping rates (inset Fig. 3b). Remarkably, this simple approach also 
significantly improves our estimate of the hopping variance ΣD (Fig. 4e). An alternative 
approach to incorporate time-dependence into our model would be to infer, for example, 
separate early- and late-stage models, corresponding to the first and second half of the 
experiment. We tested such an approach and found that the resulting predictions did not 
improve the estimate of the transition variability (Supplementary Section S1). However, even 
the more successful pre-factor aging approach underestimates the experimentally observed 
variance, suggesting that another effect needs to be accounted for. 
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Fig 4. Detection and characterization of cell-to-cell variability. (a) All cell trajectories 𝑥(𝑡) plotted as 
a function of time, from t = 0 to t = 50 h. The cells are ranked by their average single-cell dwell time 〈𝜏(𝑗)〉/, with the fastest cells at the top and the slowest at the bottom. Note, we exclude the first and 
last stay of each trajectory from the analysis throughout, as they are defined by the start and end of 
measurement, respectively, or by cell division, and are therefore not part of the hopping process. (b) 
Experimental observations plotted against ETA model predictions for various variance measures for 
all six bridge lengths: the population variance of all dwell times 𝜎(𝜏), the inter-cell variance 𝜎(〈𝜏(𝑗)〉/), 
and the intra-cell variance 〈𝜎(𝜏(𝑗))〉1. All variances are plotted as standard deviations. The green line 
indicates a linear fit to the inter-cell variance points, which has a slope of 2. (c) Fractional error in the 
prediction of various quantities as a function of the number of subpopulation models. In each case, 
the population is divided evenly into subpopulations of equal size. (d) Fractional error in various 
quantities as a function of the location of the subpopulation split, defined as the number of fast cells 
in the two-type subpopulation model. Symbols are defined in the legend of panel (c). (e) Mean-
variance curves of the ETA model (Eq. (1); red dots), the aging model (Eq. (2); open dots) and the aging 
subpopulation model (open diamonds) in which two subpopulation models are combined with the 
time-dependent prefactor. Experimental data is shown by blue dots. Panels (a), (c)-(e) correspond to 
bridge length L = 16 µm. 
 
 
Population heterogeneity is captured by a decomposition into subpopulations 
 
In the previous section, we showed that by time averaging, we miss an important contribution 
to the hopping variance caused by the gradual decrease in the acceleration of the cells. 
Similarly, in the inference of the ETA model, we have employed ensemble averaging, and have 
thus assumed that all cells follow the same equation of motion with identical parameters. 
However, individual cells of the same cell line may have variations in their genome [63], but 
even in an isogenic population of cells, we expect there to be phenotypic differences between 
cells [11,12,17,64]. Thus, we next consider the impact of phenotypic heterogeneity on our 
model. 
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The ETA model performs well in predicting the variance of the population distribution 𝜎(𝜏) 
(Fig. 4b). Moreover, the ETA model gives a good estimate of the intra-cellular variance, 
defined as the average variance of dwell times within the life time of a single cell 〈𝜎(𝜏(𝑗))〉1. 
This suggests that the ETA model accurately captures the variance of behaviour within the life 
time of a single cell. We therefore do not consider switching between different 'modes' of 
movement [33,43,65]. However, we found that the inter-cellular variance 𝜎(〈𝜏(𝑗)〉/)  is larger 
in experiment than predicted by the ETA model (inset Fig. 1c), indicating that the cell 
population may exhibit phenotypic heterogeneity. 
 
In principle, a natural approach to tackle inter-cellular variability within the framework of our 
stochastic nonlinear model would be to infer single-cells models. For a population of n cells, 
we would then infer n models, and we could investigate how these would distribute over 
model space. However, due to the finite division time of the cells, there is fundamental bound 
on the information we can obtain per cell from the trajectories, which we find does not suffice 
to reliably infer the deterministic and stochastic components for the whole phase space. 
Instead, we therefore propose to rank the population of cells by their average dwell time 〈𝜏(𝑗)〉/, and then split the population into subpopulations of cells with similar average 
hopping rates (Fig. 4a). Importantly, the ranking of the cells is uncorrelated with the trajectory 
length, suggesting that it is not determined by the cell cycle stage of the cell. We then infer 
separate stochastic nonlinear models for each of the subpopulations, generate trajectories 
for each model, and finally analyze a population of trajectories made up of these 
subpopulation-trajectories.  
 
Interestingly, performing this procedure for only two subpopulations already significantly 
improves our estimate of the inter-cellular variance (reducing the relative error by more than 
a factor of 2), while not significantly affecting the prediction of other quantities such as the 
population mean and variance (Fig. 4c). However, further increasing the number of 
subpopulations does not appear to significantly improve predictions, suggesting that the 
dominant contribution to this heterogeneity can be captured by two phenotypes. These 
results indicate that CCV in this system is well approximated by a decomposition into two 
subpopulations.  
 
As an alternative approach to subpopulation models, we tested a model in which we 
measured an overall rescaling prefactor for each single cell, in a similar spirit to our approach 
to the 'aging' effect. However, this approach does not predict the correct population averaged 
dwell time 〈𝜏〉/,1 and furthermore does not lead to an improvement in the estimate of the 
transition variance (Supplementary Section S3). 
 
Given that a splitting into two subpopulations appears to be the simplest effective approach, 
we next asked whether there is an optimal way of doing so. To answer this question, we vary 
the fraction of cells included in the fast model. Interestingly, we find that the model performs 
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optimally for a 50:50 split of the cell population (Fig. 4d). Thus, through the quantitative 
nature of our approach, we are able to identify the most natural way of decomposing the cell 
population into subpopulations, by optimizing the predictive power of the model. In general, 
one could imagine other scenarios than a predictive optimum at 50:50, for example, if there 
are two clearly distinct phenotypes in the population with an uneven distribution. In contrast, 
the actual variation of cellular identities in the experimental data appears to be continuous 
from very slow to very fast cells (Fig. 4a). This is further supported by the observation that 
the distributions of single cell observables, such as dwell times and speeds, exhibit unimodal 
distributions (Supplementary Section S2). The 50:50 decomposition into subpopulations 
therefore represents a first approximation to characterize the continuous variability in the 
ensemble, which we will thus use in the remainder of the paper. 
 
To put the two-type decomposition to a test, we construct a model that accounts for both 
CCV and aging by using the slow and fast models, both including the same time-dependent 
prefactor 𝛼(𝑡). Strikingly, this aging subpopulation model can accurately predict the mean-
variance curve observed experimentally, indicating that both effects need to be accounted 
for to capture the behavioural variability of confined cell migration (Fig. 4e). As expected, the 
mean-variance curves of the subpopulations are thus also accurately predicted by the 
subpopulation models when aging is included (Supplementary Section S4). Furthermore, the 
aging subpopulation model accurately captures the other statistics that were already well-
predicted by the ETA model, such as the dwell time, the position and velocity distribution and 
the velocity auto-correlation function (Supplementary Section S4). Taken together, these 
results indicate that the cell migration in this system exhibits phenotypic heterogeneity 
detectable at the level of cell trajectories that can be captured by an equation of motion with 
two sets of parameters, for a 'fast' and a 'slow' subpopulation of approximately equal sizes; 
on top of this, the subpopulations homogenously age over time, in the form of a gradual 
slowing down which is similar for all cells.  
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Fig 5. Subpopulation models (L = 16 µm). (a), (d) Deterministic terms 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) in units of µm/h2. (b), 
(e) The noise strengths 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣) in units of µm/h3/2. (c), (f) Deterministic flow fields and trajectories. (g) 
Local deterministic accelerations in the slow model plotted against those in the fast model. (h) The 
difference between the slow and fast deterministic terms as a function of position in phase space. 
Panels (a)-(c) correspond to the fast subpopulation, while panels (d)-(f) correspond to the slow 
subpopulation. 
 
 
Subpopulations exhibit distinct non-linear dynamics 
 
Our theoretical framework allows us to pinpoint the key aspects of the cellular dynamics that 
are sensitive to population heterogeneity. To conceptualize the deterministic dynamics, we 
plot the flow fields in 𝑥𝑣-phase space that describe how the purely deterministic system 
evolves in time (Fig. 5c, f). Here, the region of phase space in which the cell is deterministically 
accelerating is colored in orange. This shows that the cells exhibit a deterministic 
amplification that drives the transitions across the constriction, as we observe deterministic 
acceleration just before the cell enters the thin constriction. Interestingly, we find that both 
subpopulation models exhibit similar qualitative features as the ETA model, including this 
characteristic amplification stage (Fig. 5a, c, d, f). Moreover, the dynamics exhibit similar noise 
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hotspots as in the ETA model (Fig. 5b, e) in states where the cells initiate transition attempts. 
However, we find that the deterministic acceleration in the amplification phase is larger in 
the fast model, and similarly the noise hotspot is more pronounced in this case. Interestingly, 
the differences between the fast and slow models cannot be explained by an overall rescaling 
factor (Fig. 5g), but rather manifest as local deviations in the phase space, which are largest 
in the regions of phase space corresponding to states where the cells initiate the transition 
(Fig. 5h). 
 
The two subpopulation models furthermore exhibit distinct non-linear dynamics: while the 
fast model exhibits a limit cycle, the slow model is bistable (Fig. 5c, f). These bistable dynamics 
are however highly excitable, as the amplification region extends nearly all the way to the 
stable fixed points, meaning that a small perturbation suffices for the system to perform a 
large deterministic excursion to the other fixed point. The transition from limit cycle and 
bistable dynamics is therefore the consequence of a relatively small shift in parameters, 
where only a subtle change in flow is required to modify the system from bistable to limit 
cycle dynamics. Interestingly, while the subpopulations exhibit distinct deterministic 
dynamics, the ETA model is dominated by the limit cycle behaviour of the fastest cells (Fig. 
1d). This appears to be a robust result, as both the early- and late-stage models inferred 
separately for the first and second half of the experiment exhibit limit cycle dynamics, despite 
the slowing down of the average dynamics (Supplementary Section 1).   
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Discussion 
 
In this work, we have developed a quantitative approach for detecting and characterizing 
temporal and inter-individual variability in the behaviour of migrating cells. To detect cell-to-
cell variability (CCV), we used an ensemble-averaged stochastic equation of cell motion as a 
reference to determine the inherent variability of single cells migrating within a confining 
two-state micropattern. This ensemble-based approach successfully captures the key 
statistics of the cell trajectories, such as the dwell time distribution, the distributions of 
position and velocity and the velocity correlations. However, here we identify statistics aimed 
at quantifying the variability of behaviour between cells in the population, and show that they 
are underestimated by the ensemble-averaged model. We extend our framework to capture 
this variability, by performing a decomposition of the cell population into subpopulations of 
similarly behaving cells. This approach then captures the overall variability of the motion and 
reveals that the subpopulations exhibit distinct deterministic nonlinear dynamics. Taken 
together, our results show which statistics of the migration are sensitive to time- and 
population-heterogeneity, and which are well explained by an ensemble-averaged approach. 
 
Using the variance of transition times as a marker for CCV, we found that the experimentally 
observed variability significantly exceeds that predicted by a single stochastic process. This 
indicates that migrating cells exhibit CCV that affects the behaviour at the level of cell 
trajectories. Previous studies have shown that the proteome of single human cells in a 
population exhibits a broad distribution [12], and this variability is frequently interpreted as 
a consequence of the inherent stochasticity of various intra-cellular processes [11]. However, 
CCV at the level of cell behaviour in a population context have in many cases been shown to 
be determined by environmental factors [17,64,66,67], such as external cues like local cell 
density, cell-cell contacts and relative location in a cell cluster. Moreover, previous 
measurements of the phenotypic variability of single cells on micropatterns have shown that 
the distributions of subcellular organelles are remarkably constant [68], a finding that has 
been interpreted to indicate that there is little intrinsic variability in isolated cells [64]. In 
contrast, here we show that isolated migrating cells in identical confining micro-environments 
do exhibit significant variability that is detectable at the behavioural level. 
 
The CCV-sensitive predictions of our model are improved significantly by decomposing the 
cell population into subpopulations. Interestingly, evenly dividing cells into two 
subpopulations of slow and fast cells leads to a model that performs well in predicting inter-
cellular variance. This decomposition reveals subtle differences in the system-level dynamics 
of the subpopulations: the deterministic dynamics of the fast cells exhibit a limit cycle, while 
those of the slow cells are an excitable bistable system. However, an inspection of our data 
does not indicate that there are two discrete types of cell behaviour, but rather suggest a 
continuum of variation to which a two-type decomposition is a reasonable coarse-grained 
approximation. At the single-cell level, we would thus expect a smooth cross-over from limit 
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cycle to bistable behaviour. This distinction is similar to our previous finding that two different 
cell lines exhibit these two classes of non-linear dynamics [32]. Specifically, we found that the 
dynamics of the non-cancerous and less invasive [69,70] MCF10A cell line can be described 
as a bistable system, which is in contrast to the limit cycle behaviour of the cancerous MDA-
MB-231 cell line that we consider here (Fig. 1d). The presence of these two distinct behaviours 
thus appears to be a more common feature of confined two-state cell migration. Our 
observation here that both behaviours are represented among cells of a single cell line 
highlights the breadth of phenotypic diversity present in this population. 
 
Furthermore, we showed that cells gradually slow down over their life-time, an effect that 
can be captured by an overall rescaling factor of the equation of motion. The observed time-
dependence could be related to the fact that cells grow in size over time [71,72] or could 
reflect a mechano-sensitive adaption of cells to their confining environment [73]. Similar 
'aging' effects have been observed in cell populations [74], due to the gradual 'jamming' of 
the growing cell sheet. Our results show that there may be an additional contribution at the 
single-cell level to such observations. Together, the 'aging' effect and the two-type CCV 
implementation lead to a model that quantitatively captures the long time-scale transition 
distribution which characterizes the migratory behaviour of cells in the two-state 
micropattern. 
 
In summary, our work provides a quantitative assessment of the diversity of behavioural 
phenotypes in a cell population. The unique geometry of the two-state micropattern allows 
a natural definition of variability in terms of the variances of the transition behaviour, which 
can be compared to a reference theory for this system. Our quantitative framework may help 
our understanding of cell-to-cell variability in collective systems [21–24,64,74] and provide 
useful tools for inverse approaches that attempt to correlate heterogeneity in behaviour to 
differences in the proteomes of single cells [64,75–78].  
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Methods 
 
Experiments 
We use microscale plasma-induced protein patterning [79] to create standardized cell micro-
environments for MDA-MB-231 human breast carcinoma epithelial cells (DSMZ). The cells are 
cultured in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, c.c. pro), which is supplemented with 10% FBS 
(Gibco) and 2mM L-Glutamine (c.c. pro). Cells are grown at 37°C in an atmosphere with 5% 
CO2. For passaging, cells are washed and trypsinized for 3 min. This cell solution is centrifuged 
for 3 min at 1000 rcf, and then cells are re-suspended in MEM. Approximately 10,000 cells 
are added per µ-dish (ibidi GmbH) and left to adhere for 4h in the incubator. Subsequently, 
the medium is exchanged to L-15 medium containing L-glutamine (Gibco, supplemented with 
10% FCS) and 25 nM Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) for fluorescent staining of cell nuclei. Time-
lapse measurements are performed in on an IMIC digital microscope (TILL Photonics) or on a 
Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope. Images in brightfield and fluorescent mode are acquired every 
10 min for up to 50 h. The samples kept at 37°C in a heated chamber (ibidi GmbH or Okolab) 
throughout the measurements. To extract cell trajectories, first a band pass filter is applied 
to the images of the nuclei. Then images are binarized and ImageJ’s Analyze Particles plugin 
[80] is used to determine the center of the nuclei. A reference boundary of the micropattern 
is extracted from the brightfield images to yield absolute cell positions. Further details can be 
found in ref. [32]. 
 
Inference of the equation of motion 
The position of the cell nucleus 𝑥(𝑡) is recorded at a time interval ∆𝑡 = 10 min in the 
experiment. Velocity and acceleration are directly calculated as numerical derivatives, given 
by 𝑣(𝑡) = (𝑥(𝑡) − 	𝑥(𝑡 − ∆𝑡))/∆𝑡 and 𝑎(𝑡) = (𝑣(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) − 	𝑣(𝑡))/∆𝑡, respectively. We 
interpret equation (1) in the Itô-sense throughout, and infer 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) 	=	 〈?̇?|𝑥, 𝑣〉 and 𝜎D(𝑥, 𝑣) = ∆𝑡〈[?̇? − 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣)]D|𝑥, 𝑣〉 by conditional averaging [58,59,81] in a coarse-grained 
grid of 30x30 bins. To make optimal use of the available data, we exploit the inversion 
symmetry of the micropattern, which renders the dynamical terms (anti-)symmetric: 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑣) = −𝐹(−𝑥,−𝑣) and 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑣) = 𝜎(−𝑥, −𝑣). More details can be found in [32]. 
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